can your people
strategies make you
competitive?
By Linda Hughes
In today’s highly competitive employment world, employers should strive to be different from other organisations
by becoming “a destination employer”; there are many strategies that contribute to achieving a competitive
advantage but maximising your people strategies is a major contributor to achieving a competitive edge in the
marketplace. The key to superior business performance is maintaining a tight link between a purpose-driven
culture, leadership, talent and having an HR function that is agile and fit for a digital era.

The Pillars of People Strategy
For years, technology has been radically transforming the way work gets done, changing the skills that people
need for their jobs, and redefining the jobs that will be needed. But the pandemic has catapulted businesses five
to ten years into the digital future. Virtually overnight, remote working and automated operations have become
realities.
To navigate these challenges, it is imperative that companies become bionic: that is, they must intertwine new
technologies with human capabilities to power growth, innovation, and resilience. From the C-suite to the
frontlines, and everywhere in between, a successful people strategy stands on four pillars:
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For a business to keep developing, growing, and improving performance they need to optimise their workforce.
This means creating and properly implementing an effective people strategy.
Aligning your business goals, and outcomes with an effective people strategy is often overlooked. Organisations
frequently think that their employees should automatically align themselves to business goals. But there needs to
be structure and strategy in place, detailing how people help to achieve and deliver business objectives.
Having a People Strategy is important for any organisation looking to engage, develop, and retain its workforce,
making them an essential part of your overall business strategy.
When employees feel connected to your company and mission, they’re more willing to give their best effort in
advancing your business. Responding to employee feedback and engaging employees in decision-making
processes will encourage them to stand by you through both fortunate and difficult times.
Survey data from Gallup shows that companies with highly engaged teams are over 20% more profitable and 17%
more productive. They were also 41% less likely to have problems with absenteeism.
Engaged employees don’t just deliver on expectations –– they help evolve them. Good People strategies
acknowledge that the relationship between companies and employees goes both ways.
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Create your culture…
Team members will only bring their hands,
minds, and hearts if they feel connected to the organisation’s
culture – so getting it right is the right thing to do!
Each company has different business objectives that contribute to
developing a competitive advantage but getting the culture right is
the bedrock to achieving success.
Organisational values drive the way we influence, how we interact
with each other, and how we work together to achieve results.
Organisational values are not descriptions of the work we do or the
strategies we employ to accomplish our mission, they are the
unseen drivers of our behaviour, based on our deeply held beliefs
that drive decision-making.
The collective behaviours of all employees become the
organisational culture – “the way we do things around here” - fulfilling the organisation’s promise to
stakeholders.

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion really make a difference…
Research shows that teams that are diverse are better at solving complex problems. Yet, even today, many
companies still have very homogenous leadership teams (one gender, one culture/ nationality, one background).
Although, companies that have built balanced teams across their business and functions - are those that will be
able to draw on the business benefits that balance brings to the table.
Besides a mixture of cultural backgrounds, age, and gender, a leader also needs to consider ‘cognitive’ diversity.
This entails mixing individuals with different perspectives, thinking styles, and habits. When there are unique
personalities, you benefit from the diversity of thought, skills, and experience, which go a long way in avoiding
group thinking, enabling quicker decision-making, and achieving improved outcomes with greater quality.

Wellbeing the heart of the working environment…
Provision of wellbeing services is critical for employee engagement and creating a positive working culture.
Organisations are seeking to differentiate themselves as employers of choice. Increasingly, wellbeing is becoming
a critical part of building employee engagement and creating the right culture needed to give them an edge.
More than ever before, employees are looking to their employers to help them access the services they need to
stay fit and healthy and able to stay in work. Whether that involves flexible working, on-site gyms, quick access to
healthcare services or mental health support, building the right programme for your workforce is key.

Principles not Policies
Replace rules and policies with broad principles that use notions of reasonableness, that start from a position of
trust or assume positive intent.
This does sound like a different approach, but it removes the risk of not following your policies – and allows
people to use good judgement, because jumping straight to a policy often ignores that we can achieve good
outcomes simply by relying on the humanity and common sense of our colleagues.
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Inspirational Leaders who guide employees...
Inspirational leaders make such an impact on employees
because it’s their actions and attitudes that drive performance
in several ways: improving employee engagement, enhancing
productivity, and cultivating an innovative and inclusive
business culture.
Successful organisations are led by empowered leaders who
recognise the need to have everyone engaged and inspire
engagement by modelling the values.
While good processes and systems are important, they do not
provide sustainable competitive advantage. Now, more than ever,
your competitive advantage starts with an aligned culture driving the
organisation’s purpose through a shared vision.
Leaders create a flourishing environment that either promotes low or high performing teams, which ultimately
affects the overall productivity.

Empowered & trusted employees are driven employees…
Empowered employees have the authority to make important decisions when and where it’s necessary, make
their own path to success and create a better workplace culture. When your employees feel supported by their
leadership and company practices, they’re more likely to develop in areas aligned with business goals and
even improve your customer experience.
Nothing will derail any team, no matter how good they are, except for seeing a leader who doesn’t lead by
example. The stories of great teams folding from a lack of congruence from their leaders are many, to say the
least. That is why leading from the top cannot be overemphasised.
You need a leader that always lives by the organisation’s values and team’s goals. A high-performance team can
weather significant setbacks under outstanding leadership.

Communication must be a priority…
A high performing team depends on communication. Lack of it is a recipe for disaster - missed deadlines,
conflicts, mistakes, and lost productivity.
For instance, it’s common to think that you can give a summary because your team already ‘gets it.’ However, for
the most part, that couldn’t be further from the truth. It doesn’t matter how intelligent you are; if you undercommunicate parameters and expectations, your staff won’t go anywhere. On the other hand, effective
communication ensures they stay on top of their game.
Communication with your team members as their leader should be fine-tuned with time; it doesn’t happen
overnight – it needs constant focus and feedback with each person feeling comfortable enough to voice their
opinions and ideas.

Accountability …
Individuals don’t become accountable automatically; they require the direction and support of
company leaders. By following a clear strategy, you can guide individual behaviour and develop greater
accountability across every team.
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A Talent Strategy is key …
The pandemic has catapulted the world five to ten
years into the digital future, requiring businesses and
workforce development to accelerate as well. It’s not
enough to keep pace—employees must upskill and
reskill to stay ahead of tomorrow’s demands.
People are key to achieving organisational goals, so it’s vital to
have a strategy in place to manage talent.
A talent management strategy is designed to support
organisations through every stage of the recruitment and
retention cycle, from attracting talent and developing talent
to engaging and retaining high-quality staff as valuable
resources.
Even with COVID-19 reshaping the way we work and the
talent marketplace, companies are still challenged to make sure the right talent is in place for long-term
objectives. But there is also a need to recalibrate talent strategies to keep pace with the changes that are
happening right now as it can mean the difference between a business strategy thriving or failing.

Think strategically
With many companies shifting from resilience to adaptation, here are the key business questions that your 2021
talent strategy should be able to answer.
•
•
•
•
•

What kind of workforce are we building to prepare for the future?
What skills will we need to differentiate ourselves from our competitors?
What skills will we need to become agile and adaptive?
How can we use our existing skills to develop new potential?
Does our current competency model support our need to adapt?

Strategic planning begins with alignment on goals. Without this there is no strategy, just a tactical reaction to
immediate pressures. Talent leaders need to work with other leaders in the organisation to build a shared vision
of the future workforce.
Successful companies build strategic differentiation. They find ways to provide value to customers that are
different than their competitors. This is true of product, service, and solution companies. The path to long term
prosperity is find your unique differentiation. Talent strategy must be part of this.
Look at your current skill inventory. Your skill inventory describes skills your company has, the level of expertise
for each skill, the distribution of that expertise (normal, bimodal, skewed) and how those skills are being used.
Classify those skills into three groups:
Many companies are not sure about their differentiating skills. But this is critical. You cannot have an effective
skill strategy if you don’t know what your differentiating skills are today and what you intend them to be
tomorrow.
When organisations need to adapt and build new capabilities there can be a tendency to look outside and hire in
new people. Sometimes this is necessary. But there are many other cases where the skills needed are already
there, at least in terms of potential.
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Business Agility drive HR Agility…
The role of human resources is shifting dramatically—and the
challenge facing HR leadership is clear: How do you create an
agile, next-generation HR function fit for the digital era?
Human resources, once viewed as a dependable cornerstone of
business, is morphing into one of the most critical and dynamic
functions in any organisation. As companies become bionic—blending
human and technological capabilities - the primary barrier to progress
is not technology. Rather, it is finding the right human capabilities,
skills, and talent to unleash the power of technology.
The modern and complex challenges call for HR to embrace a different,
more progressive way of working – one that builds shared value for the
business, end-customer, and employee.
As organisations seek out agility and fundamentally rethink how they operate, the static frameworks of HR “bestpractice” and “one-size” fits all are rapidly becoming out of date.
Companies with next-generation HR capabilities are likely to deliver significantly better financial performance
than companies weaker in those areas. To ensure that HR is a strategic partner to the business, companies must
address five fundamental questions:
•
•
•
•

How do people drive business value in the organisation—and how does HR help maximise that value?
What is the right HR operating model and organisational framework to ensure that leaders own people
strategy and implementation?
How should HR processes and digital HR practices be structured? What HR strategy and capabilities are
needed to succeed?
What are the most promising, innovative digital IT solutions available to support work in human
resources?

HR should ‘Be Digital’ first and meet the expectations of the business and of the workforce by enabling the
organisation to ‘Be Digital’ themselves in the face of continuous disruption.
As such HR needs to undergo profound change. Once viewed as a support function that solely delivered
employee services, HR is now expected to drive the organisation’s wider digital transformation. We see this
change taking place in three areas:
•
•
•

Digital workforce: How can organisations drive new management practices, a culture of innovation and
sharing, and a set of talent practices that facilitate a new network-based organisation, and a workforce
that includes both employees, contractors, contingent workers, robots, crowdsourcing, etc.?
Digital workplace: How can organisations design a working environment that enables productivity, uses
modern communication tools and promotes engagement, wellness, and a sense of purpose?
Digital HR service delivery: How can organisations change the HR function itself to operate in a digital
way, use digital tools and technologies to deliver solutions, and continuously experiment and innovate?

This shift is happening rapidly, as HR leaders are being pushed to take on a larger role in helping to drive the
organisation to “be digital,” not just “do digital.”
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At the end of the day, your people are your
competitive advantage…
They are the ones interfacing with your customers and producing your products and services - they are
generating new ideas and solving problems – they represent your quality, value, and innovation.
It is time to evolve. It is time to give employees more accountability and autonomy to make important decisions.
It's time to empower employees. And to create a competitive agile organisation that always learns, transforms,
and can adapt to changes in the surrounding world and in the market.
So, make sure you have specific people strategies to attract, develop and retain the people you need to be a
destination employer.
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How we can help you
Using a holistic, human-centric lens, we collaborate with clients on the fundamental pillars of people strategy:
culture, leadership, talent & skills, and enabling the HR organisation to support business leaders as a strategic
partner. We help you create the strategy that’s right for you and we also help you pivot your organisation too.
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